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Abstract Two issues related to the average period τc early-warning parameter are the magnitude
saturation effect on large earthquakes and considerable scatter for small earthquakes. To reduce the effect
of these two issues on earthquake early-warning systems, we introduce a new τc regression relationship
derived from all Pwave time windows (PTWs) in high-pass filtered (T= 0.075Hz) strong-motion data for three
damaging moderate-to-large earthquakes. Our results show that this relationship provides a better and more
stable magnitude prediction than those derived from 3 s PTW without a saturation effect on large
earthquakes with M< 7.5. It is expected that fewer false alerts (those outside the magnitude uncertainty
tolerance) would be issued. Additionally, a reduction of the initial PTWs to 1–2 s and evolutionary calculation
with an expanding window allow more lead time for small-to-moderate events.

1. Introduction

It is not feasible to predict an earthquake in the short term, but we can mitigate seismic damage using earth-
quake early-warning systems (EEWSs). An EEWS can issue alert messages to the target sites immediately after
a destructive earthquake occurs and before the arrival of damaging Swaves using rapidly determined source
parameters and magnitude based on real-time data recorded by dense seismic arrays. After several decades
of development, EEWSs for real-time earthquake hazard mitigation are now operational in many countries
worldwide, such as Japan [Nakamura, 1988; Hoshiba et al., 2008], Turkey [Erdik et al., 2003; Sesetyan et al.,
2011], Taiwan [Chen et al., 2015; Hsu et al., 2016], Mexico [Espinosa-Aranda et al., 2009], and Romania [Allen
et al., 2009]. EEWSs are in the development and testing stages in southern Italy [Satriano et al., 2011],
California [Allen et al., 2009; Kuyuk et al., 2014], China [Peng et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2016], Iran [Reza et al., 2013], northeastern Italy, Slovenia and Austria [Picozzi et al., 2015a], and southern
Iberia [Picozzi et al., 2015b].

An EEWS relies on the seismic network deployment and the distance between the source and the target sites
that need to be alerted. There are two main types of EEWSs, i.e., regional and onsite systems. With respect to
the former, traditional seismological methods are adopted to rapidly determine source parameters and to
estimate the ground motion in other more distant regions. In an onsite EEWS, the initial P wave signal at a
single seismic station or an array is analyzed to estimate the ensuing peak ground shaking at the same site.
Generally, the regional warning can provide more reliable results and reduce the rate of false alarms because
more triggered stations are combined for early-warning parameter calculation. Since it is more time consum-
ing, this approach cannot be used for regions near the epicenter. An onsite EEWS is less reliable, but it can
produce rapid warning for sites very close to the epicentral areas, where an early alert is most necessary.

One early-warning parameter, the so-called average period τc, calculated from the frequency content of the P
phase, was proposed by Wu and Kanamori [2005b] to rapidly estimate the magnitude. This parameter is
usually obtained from the vertical component of strong-motion acceleration waveforms or broadband velo-
city records within a fixed time window after the Pwave signal. Based on earthquakes that occurred in differ-
ent regions around the world, many researchers have discovered that an empirical regression relationship
exists between τc and the magnitude of an earthquake [e.g., Wu and Kanamori, 2008; Shieh et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2009; Zollo et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2014]. However, only the initial part of the P wave signals of
ground motion records, usually within a fixed P wave time window (PTW, 3 or 4 s), was used to derive these
empirical relationships. Magnitude saturation is expected when estimating the magnitude of large earth-
quakes (M> 7.0). To overcome this shortcoming, Colombelli et al. [2012] used progressively increasing
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PTWs and epicentral distances to finally obtain an estimate ofM 8.4 for the 2011 destructiveMw 9 Tohoku-Oki
earthquake. This is a significantly better estimate than magnitude estimates based on GPS data and Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA) EEWS using the same time window. Carranza et al. [2015] applied this approach
to three large earthquakes along the southern Iberian Peninsula and found a similar trend to that reported by
Colombelli et al. [2012]. However, the regression relationships used in these studies were based on fixed PTWs
(3 or 4 s) after the P wave arrival.

In addition, using stations for which TS (the theoretical Swave arrival)� TP (the Pwave arrival) yielded a lower
value than the fixed PTW selected to derive the relationships may result in a systematic error in magnitude
estimations owing to a different τc versus M scaling for S waves [Lancieri and Zollo, 2008; Lancieri et al.,
2011]. Therefore, to further reduce the saturation effect on magnitude estimation and to avoid including
the S wave in the regression relationships, a different τc empirical relationship needs to be derived.

A Butterworth filter with a high-pass frequency of 0.075Hz and two poles is usually applied for determination
of early-warning parameters. Shieh et al. [2008] stated that different pole selections for the Butterworth filter
would introduce different uncertainties in magnitude estimation, and processing data using two poles
produced the best magnitude estimates for τc with 3 s PTW; however, the data set used in their study may
be too small (only 16 events with Mw between 6.0 and 8.3). Are their results suitable for deriving regression
relationships using more events, especially those with a magnitude smaller than 6.0?

In this paper, we focus on determining a new τc empirical regression relationship and the effect of the applied
waveform filter on this relationship. To derive a new relationship, our analysis was based on all P wave time
windows (APTWs), defined as the window period starting from the trigger time of the P wave until the arrival
of the S wave. It is shown that our new τc relationship is more robust for magnitude estimation than that
obtained from 3 s PTW, and we did not observe saturation when using it to estimate the magnitude of large
earthquakes with M< 7.5.

2. Data

We used a data set from 2007 to 2014, obtained from the strong-motion networks operated by the China
Earthquake Administration. The sampling rates were 200 samples per second and 250 samples per second
for some of the mobile stations. The magnitudes of all the used events were reported in catalogs provided
by the China Earthquake Networks Center. We usually selected the surface magnitude (Ms) as the reported
magnitude for earthquakes with M ≥ 4.0, and its saturated value was approximately 8.5. According to
Kanamori [1977], Mw is related to Ms and agrees very well with Ms for many earthquakes with M< 8.5.
Owing to a lack of strong-motion records in the magnitude range between 6.5 and 8.0, we added 35 events
collected from the K-NET and KiK-net databases (6.5 ≤MJMA ≤ 8.0) to our data set. From a comparison
between MJMA and Ms, Tsuboi [1954] and Bormann et al. [2007] found negligible differences between these
two scales with amagnitude ranging from 4 to 8. Therefore, in this work, both types of magnitudes are simply
denoted as M.

We used four types of event selection criteria: (a)M ≥ 4.0, (b) hypocenter distances<200 km, (c) availability of
at least three strong-motion station records for each earthquake, and (d) peak ground acceleration (PGA)
values of the vertical component record >0.1 m/s2. The last criterion helps to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and to reduce the large scatter of τc values. In addition, it lowers the number of smaller-magnitude
events because our data were dominated by low-magnitude recordings. In total, we used 2773 three-
component strong-motion records from 285 events (Table S1 in the supporting information). Figure S1 shows
the distribution of the selected strong-motion records with magnitude and the hypocentral distance.

To compute the early-warning parameter τc, we used vertical component accelerometer waveforms. The
records were detrended, and P and S waves were manually picked. The acceleration signals were then inte-
grated once and twice for obtaining the velocities and displacements, respectively. After the integration
process, the displacements were recursively processed using a one-way Butterworth filter with a high-pass
frequency of 0.075Hz and two poles for removing the low-frequency drift. The τc was determined in
APTWs. For comparison, we also computed τc using 3 s PTW after the P wave arrival, similar to other studies
[Wu and Kanamori, 2008; Wang et al., 2009; Zollo et al., 2010; Colombelli et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2014].
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3. New Regression Relationship for τc Versus Magnitude

To obtain the relationships between the average period τc and the magnitudeM, the τc values for each event
were averaged to obtain its arithmetic mean [Wu and Kanamori, 2005a]. We adopted the equation log(τc)
=AM � B, where τc is determined in seconds and M denotes the magnitude. The results are displayed in
Figures 1a and 1b. For both types of relationships, the coefficients, standard error, and correlation were nearly
similar to each other. Although the relationship between log(τc) and M was approximately linear, the scatter
was considerable, especially for small earthquakes withM ≤ 5.5. This trend is the same as that presented inWu
and Kanamori [2005b],Wu et al. [2007], Yamada and Mori [2009], and Zollo et al. [2010]. In order to reduce the
scatter, we used a Butterworth filter with four poles. The results are shown in Figures 1c and 1d. Both types of
relationships were improved, including the slope, scatter, standard error, and correlation. The results are
slightly different from those obtained by Shieh et al. [2008]. When compared with Figures 1a and 1b, we
noticed that relationships derived from data filtered using four poles had a larger slope and a lower scatter,
while others processed using two poles resulted in a smaller slope and a larger scatter. This may have been

Figure 1. Scaling relationships between the magnitude and τc estimated from (a, c) the whole PTW and (b, d) the 3 s PTW.
The τc values of Figures 1a and 1b were filtered using a 0.075 Hz casual Butterworth high-pass filter with two poles, while
those of Figures 1c and 1d were processed using a similar filter with four poles. Open circles represent the τc values of
strong-motion records, and solid circles indicate the average τcmeasurements from data of the same events. The τc values
and the average τc values obtained fromwaveform data of the 2008Wenchuan, the 2013 Lushan, the 2014 Ludian, and two
small earthquakes were drawn as blue diamonds and red stars, respectively. The solid line shows the empirical relationships
determined in this study, with one standard deviation shown by two dashed lines. SD represents the standard deviation,
and R is the correlation coefficient.
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caused by including the records of
magnitude 4.0–6.0 and by using a dif-
ferent magnitude scale. The new rela-
tionship between τc measured in
APTWs (four poles) and magnitude
M had the largest slope, the smallest
standard error, and the best correla-
tion relative to the other types
of relationships.

To further assess the performance of
our new τc regression, we examined
the difference between the predicted
and observed magnitudes. The
running averages of the absolute pre-
diction errors are shown in Figure 2.
The absolute prediction errors of
each event and individual data points
as a function of magnitude are
compared in Figure S2 in the

supporting information. Generally, the magnitude estimation obtained using relationships derived from data
filtered using four poles was more accurate than that obtained using the relationships based on data filtered
using two poles. Moreover, the new τc relationship yielded the best estimates compared with other relation-
ships for earthquakes within the selected magnitude range, especially for small events with magnitude less
than 5.5. Hence, we infer that the use of the new τc relationship is expected to increase the performance of
both onsite and regional EEWSs by producing more accurate magnitude estimates and by decreasing the
rate of false alarms. Here a false alarm is defined as the absolute magnitude estimation error greater than
one standard error of the new relationship.

4. Off-Line Application for Earthquakes With Different Mechanisms

To determine the reliability of this new relationship for earthquakes with different mechanisms, we applied it
to three damaging earthquakes that occurred in China, i.e., the 2008 Wenchuan Ms 8.0 earthquake, the 2013
Lushan Ms 7.0 earthquake, and the 2014 Ludian Ms 6.6 earthquake (see Table S2 in the supporting informa-
tion), and to two small events with a magnitude less than 5.5 that were recorded at more than 10 strong-
motion stations. The τc values and the average τc values for each event are shown in Figure 1 as blue
diamonds and red stars, respectively. Here to rapidly estimate the magnitudes of these events, τc values were
reordered with time starting from the occurrence time (OT) of the event, similar to real EEWSs. For each
triggered station, we estimated the magnitude with progressively expanding PTWs at a regular interval of
1 s after the P wave arrived until it reached APTW. Shorter PTWs were used for stations near the source,
and longer PTWs were used for stations at greater distances. The results are presented in Figure 3, shown
as black circles, while τc measurements of each individual station evolving with expanding PTWs are plotted
in Figure S3. The saturation effect on the τc values in short PTWs was quite obvious from the results of the
three moderate-to-large events, especially for the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. For comparison, we also
plotted the corresponding magnitude estimates (asterisks in Figure 3), which were derived based on the
coefficients of τc versus M (3 s PTW, four poles) shown in Figure 1d and computed using a fixed PTW (3 s).

With progressively increasing time windows and with the inclusion of more stations, the magnitude estima-
tions for all these earthquakes had similar trends and reached a plateau at specified times after OT. For the
Ludian earthquake (Figure 3a) and the Lushan earthquake (Figure 3b), the estimated magnitudes reached
a respective plateau of 6.6 and 6.9 approximately 10 s after OT. These estimates are close to the values esti-
mated for these two earthquakes, although the latter had a relatively large variation. With a wider PTW and
more observations, the estimation for the Ludian earthquake started to increase until it reached another
plateau, i.e., 7.0 at 25 s after OT, clearly overestimating the referenceMs value. However, for the Lushan earth-
quake, the trend was different from that of the Ludian event. The estimated value first decreased and then

Figure 2. Running averages of magnitude prediction errors as a function of
magnitude for newly derived τc relationships using APTWs and filtered with
four poles (solid line), 3 s PTW and filtered with four poles (dashed line), and 3
s PTW and filtered with two poles (dash-dotted line). The fixed subset size for
obtaining the running averages was 0.4 magnitude.
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increased until it reached its final plateau (6.8) at 30 s after OT, slightly below the reference value of Ms=7.0.
Although the curves of magnitude estimation for these two moderate earthquakes are different from each
other, the predicted values between 10 s and the longest time windows after OT are still within one
standard error. With respect to the results obtained with τc versus M (3 s PTW, four poles), the estimated
magnitudes for these two moderate earthquakes had a larger scatter than those derived from the new
relationship at the early stage of the rupture when few stations were triggered, especially for the Lushan
event (Figure 3b) with a magnitude estimate of 8.3 at 7 s after OT.

The estimated magnitude of the Wenchuan earthquake (Figure 3c) showed a similar behavior to that of the
two moderate events but reached its first plateau (7.2) later, approximately 22 s after OT. It then exhibited a
small variation from 23 s to 46 s until it reached the final estimated value of 7.6. The final result predicted by

Figure 3. Time evolution of magnitude estimation versus time from the origin time used for the (a) Ludian, (b) Lushan, (c)
Wenchuan, and (d, e) two small earthquakes. Circles indicate the estimated magnitudes using standard τc average values,
and triangles represent the estimatedmagnitudes calculated by the weighted τc average values. Each weight was obtained
from the square of the available PTW. Therefore, a longer PTW will contribute more weight to the results of the magnitude
estimations. For comparison, in each plot, we also plotted the corresponding magnitude estimates (asterisks), which were
derived based on the coefficients of τc versus M (3 s PTW, four poles) shown in Figure 1d and computed using a fixed PTW
(3 s). The dashed lines show the catalog magnitudes for these earthquakes.
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the τc versus M (3 s PTW, four poles) relationship was only 7.1, i.e., a significant underestimation of the
magnitude of this large earthquake.

For the two small earthquakes, one magnitude estimate obtained from the new relationship (Figure 3d) was
significantly more stable than the one derived from the τc versusM (3 s PTW, four poles) relationship, and the
other (Figure 3e) was comparable to the 3 s PTW result. In addition, we also observed that a PTW of 1–2 s is
short enough to obtain a robust estimated magnitude for these two small earthquakes.

To avoid the possible risk of magnitude underestimation resulting from stations with short PTWs, we adopted
themethod proposed by Colombelli et al. [2012]. This method calculates the weighted averages of τc values at
each considered time step (dark triangles in Figure 3) using the equation as follows:

τc wa ¼
XN
i¼1

log τcð Þi�length PTWið Þ2
" #

=
XN
i¼1

length PTWið Þ2

where τc_wa represents the weighted averages of τc values at each considered time step, and N is the num-
ber of current available triggered stations. Because of the large variability of the τc parameter calculated from
only a few stations, no evident effect was found on the initial τc average values using this method. However,
as the PTW was increased and more stations were included, this approach produced more robust and stable
results with a smaller variation range, especially for the Wenchuan earthquake. As shown in Figure 3c, no
variation was observed between 23 s and 46 s, and we obtained an estimated magnitude of 7.5 at 37 s after
OT, which is approximately 10 s faster than that obtained without weighting.

5. Summary and Conclusions

An issue that exists in EEWSs is the saturation effect of early-warning parameters on large earthquakes
(M> 7.0), because the used relationships are always derived from initial P wave information from ground
motion records in a predefined time window (usually 3 to 4 s) with magnitude up to 7–7.5 [Rydelek et al.,
2007; Wu et al., 2007] and hypocentral distance up to 50–60 km [Zollo et al., 2010; Colombelli et al., 2012,
2014]. Another issue related to the relationships is that the ground motion records in which the arrival times
of the theoretical S waves occur within a fixed PTW are also used to derive the relationships. Their inclusion
may lead to a significant bias when used to estimate an earthquake magnitude due to different scalings
between τc and magnitude for P and S waves, for instance, the scalings proposed by Zollo et al. [2006].
Therefore, to reduce the saturation effect and avoid S wave contamination in the empirical regression rela-
tionships, in this study, a new methodology based on APTWs of strong-motion records was proposed to
derive a new τc regression relationship for magnitude estimation.

Here for comparison, we used two types of high-pass Butterworth filters to process the τc parameter. One
filter, which consisted of two poles, is typically used in current EEWSs, while the other filter has four poles.
The results showed that the relationship between τc measured in the APTWs (four poles) and the magnitude
M was the best, i.e., with the largest slope, the smallest standard error, and the best correlation compared
with the other relationships. This result is slightly different from that obtained by Shieh et al. [2008]. The
reason may be that the statistical sample size used by Shieh et al. [2008] to determine the relationships
was too small (only 16 events), and only earthquakes withMw ranging from 6.0 to 8.3 were used. For this small
range of magnitude, no apparent dependence can be found between frequency-based parameters and
magnitude, and the correlation is ambiguous, as pointed out by Rydelek and Horiuchi [2006] and Wu and
Kanamori [2008]. Another important result is that the τc (APTW, four poles) versus M relationship can yield
more robust magnitude estimates for events within the selectedmagnitude range, especially for small events
with M< 5.5, and can be compared to Tlog [Ziv, 2014]. Thus, using this newly derived relationship in existing
EEWSs, their performance is expected to be enhanced with considerably fewer false alarms.

We used three moderate-to-large damaging earthquakes and two small earthquakes to validate this new τc
relationship using off-line real-time simulation. Although the test data set is limited, these five events are
representative of earthquakes that have occurred in China, especially the three damaging earthquakes.
The results show that for the twomoderate events, about 8–10 s after OT is required to produce a stable mag-
nitude estimation (3–6 s PTWs), while for the Wenchuan earthquake, a longer time period (approximately 35–
40 s after OT, 15–20 s PTWs) is needed because of a relatively long rupture process and more complex
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frequency-dependent rupture history. As for the two small earthquakes, which generally had a source radius
of approximately 0.8–3 km [Colombelli and Zollo, 2015], it is unnecessary to obtain an estimated magnitude
with a 3 s PTW, and only a short PTW (1–2 s) is required to produce a robust magnitude estimate. These results
are in full agreement with those obtained by Colombelli et al. [2014, 2015]. Additionally, no obvious saturation
effect was found for the two moderate earthquakes, and only a small effect with a difference of 0.4 magni-
tude was observed in the magnitude estimation for theMs 8.0 Wenchuan giant earthquake. Moreover, when
compared with the results obtained from the τc versus M (3 s PTW, four poles) relationship, both the earliest
and later alerts were more accurate using the new relationship. Furthermore, this relationship reduced the τc
scatter for the earliest alerts issued, as well as for the final alerts using longer PTWs.

However, it should be noted that τc scatter remains an issue for these early Pwave EEWmethodologies, espe-
cially for the earliest alerts, and scatter in short-window τc values in real time may have an impact on false
alerts that cannot be assessed in this work. Although data for this study were preselected based on the
SNR, which can only be achieved in off-line analysis (i.e., using values not available in real time), the influence
of this criterion on stable magnitude estimation can be ignored because it will not exclude records close to
the epicentral areas, and we will pay more attention to these records in real EEWSs. Furthermore, the satura-
tion observed for the 2008Wenchuan earthquake may be related to the 0.075Hz cutoff frequency. According
to Brune’s source spectral model [Brune, 1970], at a stress drop of 3MPa (i.e., a global average value) and a VS
of 3 km/s, the corner frequencies for magnitudes 7.5 and 8 are 0.0363Hz and 0.0204Hz, respectively. Of
course, these estimates are the results of simplifications that are likely not adequate to reproduce the real
source properties. Nevertheless, this simple example shows us that using a 0.075Hz cutoff frequency is unli-
kely to be able to capture the necessary information to correctly estimate the magnitude above a 7.5 mag-
nitude event. In our future work, we will use high-pass Butterworth filters with different cutoff frequencies
to analyze their effects on the magnitude estimation for large earthquakes.

With respect to timing performance, although the new relationship was derived from APTWs, it can also be
applied to real-time magnitude estimation with progressively expanding PTWs after P wave detection. Using
this newly derived relationship, the time used to estimate the magnitude can even be started from the sec-
ond immediately after the Pwave is detected, as compared to the regular procedures using measurements in
a fixed PTW (3 or 4 s). From Figure 3, we can infer that a reduction of the initial τc window length to 1–2 s and
evolutionary calculation with an expanding window allow more lead time to be obtained for small-to-
moderate events, while longer PTWs are necessary to produce more robust results for large earthquakes.

When using this new relationship in an EEWS, one possible risk is S wave contamination. In order to avoid S
wave inclusion, some automatic S wave detection algorithms can be introduced, such as those proposed by
Rosenberger [2010] and Amoroso et al. [2012]. However, due to the considerable uncertainties of these auto-
matic S wave detection methods, a simpler approach proposed by Colombelli et al. [2014] may be more sui-
table for avoiding S wave inclusion in the APTW because EEWS applications do not require accurate
identification of the S wave arrival time. Using this method, the expected arrival time of the S wave at each
station (TS) can be estimated from the derived relationship TS= TP � bR after the hypocentral distance R is
roughly determined. Here TP indicates the onset time of the observed P wave, and b is obtained according
to a linear regression after manually checking the arrival times of the S waves from the used data set. To
ensure that the probability of including the S wave is very small, the calculated TS � TP time can be reduced
by 20%.
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